## LUNG FORCE WALK INCENTIVES

### $35
- Self-Pledge: Keychain Card Holder

### $100
- Official LUNG FORCE Walk T-Shirt

### $150 - $249.99
- Two Tone Cap with LUNG FORCE logo on front; OR RuMe Bag with LUNG FORCE logo on front

### $250 - $499.99
- Navy 11 oz. Vacuum Tumbler and Can Insulator with LUNG FORCE logo; OR Navy Men’s or Women’s District Perfect Tri Tee with LUNG FORCE logo

### $500 - $999.99
- Navy Quilted Event Cooler with LUNG FORCE logo; OR Navy Unisex Bella + Canvas Fleece Pullover with LUNG FORCE logo

### $1,000 - $2,499.99
- Wells Outdoor Waterproof Speaker with LUNG FORCE logo; OR Navy Unisex Boxercraft Sherpa Fleece 1/4 Zip Pullover with LUNG FORCE logo on left chest

### $2,500 - $4,999.99
- JBL Truly Wireless Earbud Headphones with LUNG FORCE logo on case; OR Navy Men’s or Women’s Stormtech Nautilus Jacket with LUNG FORCE logo on left chest

### $5,000+
- JBL Truly Wireless Earbud Headphones and Men’s or Women’s Stormtech Nautilus Jacket; OR Wells Outdoor Waterproof Speaker, Unisex Boxercraft Sherpa Fleece 1/4 Zip Pullover, JBL Truly Wireless Earbud Headphones, and Quilted Event Cooler

Incentive items at the $150 level and up are not cumulative; only one incentive can be awarded to each fundraiser. Fundraisers may select one item at or below the level achieved. All prize redemption at the $150+ level will occur post-event. If you qualify, you will receive an email with the link to our redemption site, a login and password 30 days after your LUNG FORCE Walk.